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It is shown that a finite linear space with maximal point degree n + 1 can be embedded in a 
projective plane of order n, provided that the line sizes are big enough. 
Introduction 
A linear space is an incidence structure S = (/L-Y, I) of points, lines and 
incidences with at least two lines such that any two distinct points are on a unique 
line and any line contains at least two points. If S' = (/~', .~', I ' )  is an incidence 
structure with ~/~' ,  .~_~'  and I=  (/~ x .Y)NI ' ,  then we say that S is 
embeddable in S'. If n + 1 is the maximal number of lines which pass through a 
common point of the finite linear space S, then n is called the order of S. 
There is a conjecture that every finite linear space can be embedded in a finite 
projective plane. We are interested in the following question: When can a finite 
linear space of order n beembedded in a projective plane of the same order n? 
Our answer is the following: Let S be a finite linear space of order n, and 
denote by n + 1 - a the minimal number of points on a line. If 
4n > 6a 4 -1-- 9a 3 + 19a 2 + 8a, 
then S is embeddable in a projective plane of order n. 
1. Notation 
For a finite linear space S = (~, .~,  I) of order n we always use the following 
notation, v is the number of points of S, b is the number of lines of S, for a point 
p, the degree rp of p is the number of lines through p and for a line L, the degree 
kL of L is the number of points on L. Furthermore we set 
1 1 
r = v p~/" rp, k = -~ L~e ~ kL, 
1 (1 + s + k - r ) ( r -  k) 
s =-  ~ (kL-- k) 2, t = 
Lt L~-~ k ' 
e=n+ l - r ,  
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and 
c = n + 1 - max (kL), i.e., n + 1 -- c is the maximal ine degree. 
L~.~e 
Two lines are called parallel, if they have no point in common. For two lines H 
and L we denote by m(H, L) the number of lines parallel to both H and L, and 
for every line L we define 
and 
dL= n+ 1 - kL ,  
1 
t L - - - -  E rp, 
v - kL~ 
eL = r - k L = d L - e, 
mL = [{H [H  • L¢, H is parallel to L}I. 
2. Embedding linear spaces 
DeAnition. Let S be a linear space. By a clique (of S) we mean a set of mutually 
parallel lines of S. A clique M is called maximal, ff M = M' for every clique M'  
which contains M. 
A proof of the following theorem can be found in [1]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let S be a finite linear space of order n. Assume there is a line H 
and integers d, f, g, h and x with the following properties: 
(1) The degree of H is n + 1 - d < n + 1. 
(2) The number of lines parallel to H is dn + x > O. 
(3) For every line L parallel to H we have n + f <~ m(H, L) <<- n + g. 
(4) For any two intersecting lines K and L parallel to H we have m (K, L) <<- h. 
(5) 2n>(d  + l ) (dh -d -2 f  -2 )+ 2x. 
(6) n >(2d-  1)(g + 1)+h-  1 -2x .  
(7) n(d - s )>s(g  + 1) -x  for every integers with O<<-s<~d - 1. 
Then we have: There is an integer m with the following property: If, M1 , . . . ,  Mt 
are all maximal cliques with H • Mi and ]Mi[ >t m, then t = d and every line parallel 
to H is contained in exactly one M~. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose the finite linear space S of  order n satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) b > n2-  2V'-n-+ 3 + 6. 
(2) For every line H of S there is an integer t(H) with the following property: I f  
kn = n + 1 - d, then there are exactly d maximal cliques M with H • M and 
IMI ~> t(H). Furthermore very parallel of  H appears in exactly one of these 
d maximal cliques. 
Then $ is embeddable in a projective plane of order n. 
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Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [1] it is shown that S is embeddable in a 
partial projective plane S' of order n, i.e., an incidence structure S'  with 
n2 + n + 1 points such that every line contains exactly n + 1 points and any two 
distinct lines meet in a unique point. In view of condition (1) it follows from a 
theorem of Dow [2] that S'  is embeddable in a projective plane of order n. 
Hence, S also is embeddable in this projective plane of order n. [] 
The following lemma can be obtained of the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [1]. 
Lemma 2.3. Let S be a linear space. Fix a line H and let S be a set of parallel ines 
of H. Then 
0 <<- mn - Z m(L, H) + ½ 
LeS 
m(K, L) - ½s(s + 1), where s = ISI. 
K, LeS 
K~L 
Before we state our main theorem we prove another two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.4. (a) For real numbers kl, a, c with c <~ kl <<-a and for nonnegative 
integers x and y we have 
b x(c - k) 2 + y(a - k) 2 + (kl - k) 2 ~< ~ (c - a)  2, 
where k = (xc + ya + kl)/b and b = x + y + 1. 
(b) Let b be a positive integer. For real numbers ki, a, c with 
i = 1 , . . . ,  b, we have 
C ~ ki ~ a, 
b 
(k i -  k)  2 <~ ~4b(c  - -  a) 2, 
i=1 
1 b 
where k = -~ ~1= ki. 
ProoL (a) We have~c ~< k ~< a. If c = k, then the statement is trivial. Therefore 
we may assume c <k .  Without loss of generality we assume furthermore 
kl ~< k = 0 and c = -1 .  Then 
- l  =c<~kl=x-ya  <~k =O<-a, 
and we conclude 
(2kl + 1 -  a)2 ~< (a + 1)2~< b(a -  1) 2 + (a + 1) 2 
==> (2x - 2ya + 1 -  a)2~< (x +y+ 1)(a - 1)2 + (a + 1) 2 
==~4x +4ya2+4(x-ya)2<~(x +y) (a+ 1)2 + (a + 1) 2 
==> x + ya 2 + ~ ~< ~(x + y + 1)(a + 1)2. 
This proves part (a), since k = 0 and c = 1. 
(b) For r, s~ {1 , . . . ,  b} with r~s  and k ,+ks<~a+c (or k,+ks>~a +c) set 
l ,=c  ( l ,=a, resp.), l~=k,+ks -c  ( l s=k ,+k~-a ,  resp.), l i=ki  for i~r ,  s, 
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i~  {1 , . . . ,  b}, and l=( l l+ . . .  +lb)/b. Then l=k ,  c<<-li<~a nd 
b b 
( l i -  l)2>~ ~ (k~- k) 2. 
i=1  i=1 
This shows that part (b) can be deduced from part (a). [] 
Ikmmll  2.$. Let S be a finite linear space of order n which is embeddable in a 
projective plane P of order n. Assume there is a positive integer a with n > a 2 + 2 
such that every line of  S has at least degree n + 1 - a. Then we have: 
(a) For every clique M orS  with IMI >I n + 1 - a there is a unique point in P - S 
incident with every line of M. 
(b) S has at least n 2 + n + 1 - a lines. 
(c) Let M1, . . . ,Mn+l  be cliques of S with Mi f ' lM j=~ for i~ j  and IMil~ > 
n + 1 - a for all i, and let Pi be the unique point of  P - S incident with every line of 
Mi. Assume H ~ Mifor every line H of S incident with Pi (in P), i = 1 , . . . ,  n + 1. 
Then the Pi are the points of  one line of  P; in particular Pi ~ Pj for i :/: j. 
Proof. (a) Assume the statement is false. Then there are three lines G, H and L 
in S which are not concurrent in P. Denote by g l , . . - ,  gx (h i , . . . ,  hy and 
11 , . . . ,  Iz) the points of P -S  which are incident with G (H and L, resp.). 
Without loss of generality we may assume gl = h2 = G Iq H, h~ = 12 = H rl L and 
l~ = g2 = L N G. Let K be any line of M - {G, H, L}. Because K is in S parallel 
to G,  K is incident with one of the points of {g l ,  • • •, gx}. Furthermore, if K is 
incident with gl, then K is also incident with one of the points of {13, • • . ,  lz}, if 
K is incident with g2, then K is also incident with one of the points of 
{h3, . . . ,  hy}, and if K is incident with gi for an i t> 3, then K is also incident 
with one of the points of {/2,. • •, l~}. This shows n + 1 - a ~< IMI ~< 3 + (z - 2) + 
(y - 2)  + (x - 2 ) (z  - 1). S ince  x ,  y ,  z ~< a, this contradicts n > a 2 + 2. 
(b) Assume b ~< n 2 + n - a. Then there are a + 1 different lines L1, • . . ,  La+~ 
in P - S. Let P0 = L~ Iq Lj for i :/=] and let PI, • • •, Pm be all the points of S, which 
lie on at least one of the lines L~. Since S is a linear space, every line L~ is incident 
with at most one of the points pj; hence m ~< a + 1. Because every line of S has at 
least degree n + 1 - a, every line of S is incident with one of the points p~ or Po. 
This shows 
b <-mn + ½(a + 1)a(n - 1)<~(a + 1)n + ½(a + 1)a(n - 1). 
On the other hand, since there is a point of degree n + 1 in S, we have 
b >I v I> 1 + (n + 1)(n - a). Together we obtain 
n(n-2a-½(a+ 1)a) + ½(a - 1)a+ 1 ~<0. 
But this is a contradiction, because 
n - 2a  - ½(a + 1)a  >~a z + 3 - 2a  - ½(a + 1)a = ½(a - 2 ) (a  - 3)  I>0.  
So, b wn2 + n + 1 -a .  
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(c) Since n + 1 ~< IMil + IMjl, we have p~ ~p j  for i ~ j .  Let L i denote the line 
passing through p l  and p,  i = 2 , . . . ,  n + 1. In view of our hypotheses the Li are 
not lines of S; so I{L2, • • •, Ln+l}l <~a by part (b). Without loss of generality we 
therefore may assume that there is a line L in {L2, . . . ,  L,+I} passing through 
the points Pl ,  • • •, Pm+l for an integer m >~ n/a >>- a. 
Assume pj does not lie on L for one j > m + 1: For i = 1, . . . ,  m + 1 let 
denote the line passing through p~ and pj. Again the Hi are not lines of 
S, contradicting b 1> n2+ n + 1 -  a. So, L is incident with p~ for all i = 1 , . . . ,  
n+l .  [] 
In the next theorem we give our main result: 
Theorem 2.6. Let S be a linear space o f  finite order n. Assume there is a 
nonnegative integer a with 4n > 6a 4 + 9a 3 + 19a 2 + 8a such that every line o f  S has 
at least degree n + 1 - a. Then S is embeddable in a projective plane o f  order n. 
In the rest of this paper we want to prove Theorem 2.6 in several emmas. 
From now on we therefore will always assume that S is a linear space satisfying 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6. In view of [3] and [4] we can assume furthermore 
a~>3. 
Lemma 2.7. / f  c = 0, then S is embeddable in a projective plane o f  order n. 
Proof. c = 0 means that there is a line L of degree n + 1. Denote the points of L 
by pl ,  • • •, Pn+l, and let S' = S - L be the linear space which is obtained from S 
by removing the line L and the points p~. Then every point of S' has degree n + 1 
and every line of S' has at least degree n - a. Now, Theorem 3.2 in [1] shows that 
S' is embeddable in a projective plane P of order n. 
For i = 1 , . . . ,  n + 1 let M/be the set of lines of S' which pass in S through Pi. 
Then the M~ are cliques of S'  with IM~l >>-n- a, and every line of S' occurs in 
exactly one of these cliques. From Lemma 2.5(a) we get that there is a point p~ in 
P incident with every line of M~, i = 1 , . . . ,  n + 1. 
Fix an index j and let H be any line of S' passing in P through p}. Assume 
H ¢ Mj. Then H is in S' parallel to every line of M i. Since p j t  H, H is then also in 
S parallel to every line of Mj, i.e., there are at least n - a parallel ines of H in S 
pasing through pj. It follows n - a <~ rpj - k~l <~ a, a contradiction. Consequently 
Now, Lemma 2.5(c) shows that the p" are the points of one line L'  of P. Since 
the p" are not points of S' ,  L '  is not a line of P. Hence S', the points p~ and the 
line L'  form a linear space isomorph to S which lies in P. So, S is embeddable in a 
projective plane isomorph to P. [] 
In view of Lemma 2.7 we will assume c 1> 1 from now on. 
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Lennna 2.8. (a) vr = bk, v = 1 + r(k - 1) + s and b = (r - 1) 2 + k + s + t. 
(b) n+l -a<~k<-n+l -c<~nandk<~r<~n+l .  
(c) c<-a - 1. 
and so 
(a) Clearly vr -- bk. 
v=l - rp+ ~kr  
ptL  
For  every point p of S we have 
vZ=v-  ~?~rp+ ~f'~ ~kL=v- -v r+ ~ k2L 
= v - vr + ~ k 2 + 2bk 2 -2k  ~, kL 
L ~.~ Z ¢ .Se 
= v - vr + bk 2 + ~ (kz - k) 2 - "  v - v r  + vrk  + VS. 
LE.~ 
Hence v = 1 + r(k - 1) + s and 
b =vr= (1 + r (k -  1) + s,r=~ ( r -  1) z + k + s + t. 
k k 
(b) n + 1 - a <~ k <~ n + 1 - c follows from n + 1 - a ~< kL <~ n + 1 - c for every 
line L. Since b >~ v, we get  k ~< r from bk = vr. 
(c) F rom our definitions we get c <~ a. Assume c = a: Then every line has 
degree n + 1 - a. Hence all points have the same degree n + 1. So v = 1 + (n + 
1) (n -a )  and b(n+l -a )=v(n+l ) .  It follows O=v(n+l )~(1-a )a  
(rood n + 1 - a), contradicting n + 1 - a > a(a - 1) (don't  forget a t> 3). [] 
Lemma 2.9. s ~< ~(a - c) 2 -~- 1~2 and Itl <~ I- 
Proof.  F rom Lemma 2.4(b) we get 
1 b r 
S =-  ~ (kz -  k)2<.-~v (a -c)2=-4-~(a -c )2  
13 L~.~ 
n+l  (a -c )  2 1 
~< ~< X4(a - c) 2 + ~,  
n+l -a  4 
and we obtain 
i t i= l l+s+k- r l ( r -k )  ( l+s+a)a<~ a 3 1 13" <~ <~- <~ [] 
k k n+l -a  a 
I~mma 2.10. For every line L we have I r - t z [<-a / (k -2 ) ,  in particular 
kz <~ tt. <~ r + a / (k  - 2) and lezl <~ dL. 
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Proof. Define 
Then 
1 
Y =-~L~ rP" 
tL(V -- kL) + ykL kL(y  - tL) 
r = and r - tL = 
V U 
Clearly v >I kL(n -- a) and therefore 
Ir _ td  <kLa  a 
v n -a  
In particular kL ~ tL <~ r + a / (n  -- a )  and 
kLa <~ kLa a a 2 
Ir--tLl<<'---V - r ( f c~ l )<~k-1  -~ r (k  1 ) (n -a )<~k a D 2"  
Now led ~< dL follows from 
eL "-- r - kL  >I r --  t L >I 
a 
- -  >t - - c  >~ - -dL .  [ ]  
k-2  
Lemma 2.11. For every line L we have 
neL- -  (a + 1 - -c )dL - -  a -- 14 <mL < ( r - -  1)eL+ (a - 1 - -C)dL  + a + ! 3. 
Proof. Let M denote the set of parallel lines of L. If mL = 0 set /c = n + 1 -- a, 
and if mL ~ 0 set 
1 
fc= ..... ~ ,kn .  
mL HeM 
Then n + 1 -  a <- fc <- n +l -c  and 
mLk = ~ kn  = ~ (rp - kL )= (v -- kL)(tL -- kL). 
HeM p~L 
Since there is a point of degree n + 1, we have 
V -k  L >>- 1 + (n + 1)(n -a ) -k  L >>-(n + 1) (n -  l -a ) ,  
and so 
(v - kL)(tL -- k~)~ (n + 1)(n - 1 - a)(tL -- kL) 
mL 
n+l -c  n+l -c  
= (n  - 1 + c - a ) ( tL  --  kL )  + 
c(c - 2 - a)(tz - kL) 
n+l -c  
(a - 1)(a + 1)a 
(n  - 1 + c - a ) (eL  + tL -- r )  -- (note r = kL + eL) 
n+l - -a  
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>I (n  - 1 + c - a ) (eL  a2]]  (a -1 ) (a+l )a  
k n+l -a  
(see Lemma 2.10) 
net- 
na (a -  1)(a + 1)a 
(a  + 1 - c)et-  - 
k -2  n+l -a  
na  (a -  1)(a + 1)a 
> net.  - (a  + 1 - c)et-  - 
n - l -a  n - l -a  
>I net  - (a  + 1 - c )dt -  - a - 1. 
From Lemma 2.9 we get 
v - kL  = 1 + r (k  - 1) + s - kL ~< 1 + r (k  - 2) + s + a <- r (k  - 2) + a 2, 
and so 
mL <~ 
(v  - k~ )(t~ - kL )  ( r (k  - 2) + a2)( tL -  kL) 
n+l -a  n+l -a  
r (k  - 2)(tz.-  kL) + a 3 
n+l -a  
r (k  - 2)(eL + k a_--~) + a 3 
n+l -a  
r (n  - 1 - C)eL + ra + a 3 
n+l -a  
(again from Lemma 2.10) 
= ( r  + a - 2 - c )eL  + a + 
(r + a - n -- 1)(a - 2 - c)eL  + ( r  + a -- n - 1)a + a 3 
n+l -a  
<(r - -1 )eL+(a- - l - - c )dL+a+13.  [] 
Lemma 2.12. For every two lines H and L we have 
n - (a  + 2 -c )dn- (a  + 2 -c -dn)dr -  2a  - 1 -~(a  -c )2 -e (e  - 1) 
< ml~ + mL - b + k l~kL  <- n + (2a  - 2 - c )dL  + (a + 1 - c )a .  
Proof.  Define y = mx + m~ - b + k~kr .  Then 
y = mu + m~ - b + ( r  - eH) ( r  - eL)  
= m~ + m~ + 2r  - 1 - k - s - t - r (eH + eL)  + eHeL 
= m~ + m~ + 2n + 1 -- k - s - t -  ( r -  1)(e~ + eL) - (dH + d~) + exe~. 
Together with Lemma 2.11 we obtain 
y < (a  - 2 - c ) (dH +dL)  + 2a  + 2 3 + 2n  + 1 - k - s - t +eHer  
<~ (a  - 2 - c ) (dH q- dr.)  + 3a  + 1 + n + eHet.  (since [tl ~< 13, s ~> O, n + 1 - k ~< a) 
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<- (a 2 -  c) (dH +dm)  + 3a + 1 + n + dHdLx 
<~ (a - 2 - c)(a + dz)  + 3a + 1 + n + adz 
and 
(Lemma 2.10) 
y>(n+ 1- - r ) (eH+ez) - - (a+ - -c ) (dH+dm)- -2a- -½ +eHeL + 2n+ 1-k -s - t  
>i e(eH + e , )  -- (a + 2 - c)(dH + dr.) - 2a - ½ + eHez + n + e -- s -- t 
= n -- (a + 2 -- c)(dH +dm) -- 2a -- ½ + dHdL - s - t - e(e - 1) 
>t n - (a + 2 - c)(dH +dm) -- 2a + dndm - ¼(a - c) 2 - 1 - e(e - 1), 
since Itl ~< ~ and s ~< ¼(a - ¢)2 q_ 1 .  [] 
Lemma 2.13. (a) For  two intersecting lines 
1 - C)dm + (a + 2 -- c)a.  
(b) For parallel lines H and L we have  
K and L we have m(K ,  L)<~ (2a - 
n - (a  + 2 - -C)dH- - (a  + 2 - -C - -dH)dm- -2a- -  1 -~(a - -c )2 -e (e  - 1) 
< m(H,  L )  <~ n + (2a - 2 - c)dm + (a + 1 -- c)a. 
Proof. (a) Denote by p the intersecting point of K and L ,  and let x be the 
number of lines which intersect K and L. Then 
b - x - I{K ,  L}[ = mr  + mm -- m(K ,  L )  
and 
x = (k r  - 1) (kL  - -  1) + r~ -- 2 = krkm + dL+ rp -- k r  - 2 - n 
<- k rkL  + dm+ a -- 2 -- n. 
Consequently 
m(K,  L )  =mr+mL- -b  +x  +2<-mr+mL- -b  +krkL  +dL  +a-n ,  
and the statement follows from Lemma 2.12. 
(b) If x denotes the number of lines which intersect H and L, then x = kHkL 
and b - x = mn + mL -- m(H,  L) .  Hence 
m(H,  L )  = mn + mL-  b + kHkL ,  
and the statement follows again from Lemma 2.12. [] 
Lemma 2.14. 2en ~< a 4 - 2a  3 -t- 12a  2 - 10a, in particular e < 1 and  b > n 2 -Jr- 1. 
Proof. Fix a point p of degree n + 1, let H be a line which is not incident with p,  
set d = dH and denote by S the set of lines through p parallel to H. Then ISI = d 
and from Lemma 2.13 we obtain easily 
m(H,  L) 1> n - -~a 2, for every L e S 
and 
m(K,  L )  <~ 3a 2, for all K, L e S with K ~ L. 
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Together with Lemma 2.3 we get 
0 <- mH - d(n - 2) + ½a(d - 1)3a 2 
~< ( r -  1)en + (a -  2)d + a + ~ - d(n-  7a2) + ½a(d- 1)3a 2 (see 2.11). 
Lemma 10yields 
a 
(r - 1)en - dn + ~ = -en  + e(kn  - r) + !3 ~ -en  + k - - -~ + ½ <~ -en  + 1, 
and so 
en < (a - 2)d + a + 1 + 7da2 + a2d(d - 1)a 2 
~< (a - 2)a + a + 1 + 22a3 + a2(a - 1)a 3 ~< 3a4 + 2a 3 + a 2 <n - a. 
In particular 
a 1 
e<1- -<1 
n n -a  
Now let H denote a line of degree n + 1 -  c. Assume there is no point of 
degree n + 1 outside H: Then 
(v - kn)n  + kH(n + 1) 1 r<<. = n +kH <n + , 
v v n -a  
contradicting n + 1 = r + e and e < 1 - 1/(n - a). Consequently there is a point of 
degree n + 1 outside H. If S denotes again the set of parallels of H through this 
point, then ISI = c. From the Lemmas 2.3, 2.11 and 2.13 we obtain as before 
en < (a - 1 - c )c  + a + 1 + ~ ((a + 2 - c )c  + (a + 2 - 2c )dz  + 2a + 1 + 14(a - c) 2) 
L¢S 
+ ½ ~ ((2a - 1 -c )dL  + (a + 2 -  c )a ) -  ½c(c + 1). 
K,L~S 
K~L 
On the right side we can replace the dL by a (if a + 2 - 2c < O, this follows from 
ISl = c > ½a + 1, i .e., ISI t> 3), and then we get 
4en < -(4a 
-(4a 
-(4a 
<~ -(4a 
~< 2a 4 - 
+ 3)c 3 + (6a 2 + 2)c 2 + ( -a  2 + 18a - 2)c + 4a + 4 
+ 4)c 3 + 6a2c 2 a t- (18a - 3)c + 4a + 4 
+ 4)c 3 + 6a2c 2 -4- (18a - 3)(a - 1) + 4a + 4 
+ 4)(a - 1) 3 + Oa2(a - 1) 2 + (18a - 3)(a - 1) + 4a + 4 
4a 3 + 24a 2 - 20a < 4n. 
In particular e ~<x3, r=n+l -e>~n+~ and 
b=(r -1 )2+k+s+t>~(r -1 )2+k- l>- (n -13)2+n-a>n2+1.  [] 
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Lemma 2.15. Fix a line H and set d = dH, f = -Xa(5a2 + 14a + 4), 
h = 3a 2 - a and x =mn -dn .  Then we have 
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g = 3a  2 - 3a, 
(a) n + f <- re(H, L) <~ n + g for every parallel L of H and m(K, L) ~ h for any 
two intersecting lines K and L parallel to H. 
(b) 2n > 2x + (d + 1)(dh - d - 2J" - 2),  n > (2d - 1)(g + 1) + 2 Ixl and m.  > O. 
Proof .  (a) Let L be a parallel of H. In view of 0 <~ e ~< 1 and c >1 1 we get f rom 
Lemma 2.13(b) 
4re(H, L )>4n-4(a  + 1)d -  4(a + 1-d)dL -8a-4 - (a -  1) 2 
>t 4n - 4(a + 1)a - 4(a + 1 - a)a  - 8a  - 4 - (a  - 1) 2 
= 4n - 5a 2 - 14a - 5 = 4(n + f )  - 1. 
Hence re(H, L)>--n +f. The second statement in part (a) follows from Lemma 
2.13(a). 
(b) From Lemma 2.11 and c I> 1 we get 
x < (r - Den  + (a - 1 - c)d + a + 1 - dn ~ (a - 1 - c)d + a + 1 <~ (a - 1)a + 1; 
hence x ~ a(a - 1). Therefore 
4x +2(d+ 1) (dh-d -2 f -2 )<-4a(a -1)+(a+ 1)(2ah - 2a - 4 f -  4) 
= 6a 4 + 9a 3 + 19a z + 8a < 4n. 
F rom Lemma 2.11 and c/> 1 we get furthermore 
x >nen-  (a + 1 -c )d -a -  1 -dn  =-en-  (a + 1 -c )d -a -  1 
>1 - -en  --  a 2 --  a - 1, 
and Lemma 2.14 shows 
(2d - 1)(g + 1) + 2 Ixl (2a - 1)(3a 2 -  3a + 1) + 2en + 2a 2 + 2a + 2 
= 2en + 6a a - 7a  2 + 7a + 1 
< a 4 + 4a  3 + 5a  2 - -  3a + 1 
< 14(6a4 + 9a 3 + 19a 2 + 8a) < n. 
In v iew o f  b > n 2 + 1 we have finally mn > 0. [] 
Proof  of  Theorem 2.6. F rom Lemma 2.14 we get b > n a - 2Vrn + 3 + 6. F rom 
Lemma 2.15 and Theorem 2.1 it follows that the condition (2) of Theorem 2.2 is 
fulfilled. So, Theorem 2.6 follows f rom Theorem 2.2. [] 
Remark .  It is not  hard to see that the project ive p lane o f  order n in which  S is 
embeddable is unique up to isomorphism. 
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